A class of clockedlautonomous circuits is defined in which the behaviour is described by a one-dimensional mapping. For these circuits, the power density spectrum at the harmonics of the clock frequency can be calculated directly from the invariant density of the mapping. An algorithm for carrying out this calculation is derived and illustrated, using the clocked monostable multivibrator as an example. An application to EMC improvement is suggested and possible extensions to the work are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The possibility of using chaos in a switch-mode power supply to improve its electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) was raised in [l] and taken further in [2]. Our thesis there was that, rather than concentrating energy in peaks, corresponding to periodic operation, chaotic behaviour leads to a broadband spectrum which would in turn have favourable implications for EMC.
In [2] we showed how to calculate the periodic spectral components, i.e. the power density spectrum (PDS) at the clock frequency and its harmonics, in a chaotically operating boost converter. Certain simplifying assumptions were made, for example that the exact 2-D mapping [3] can be approximated as a 1-D mapping. We verified our calculations expermentally.
In this paper we describe how to calculate the periodic spectral components in a class of systems that are clocked, autonomous and one-dimensional (1-D). After defining the class of systems for which this is possible, we briefly summarise the derivation of the method used. We then present results for chaotic behaviour in a clocked monostable multivibrator to illustrate the calculation and discuss to what degree the calculation can be carried out in closed form.
THE SPECTRAL CALCULATION
The spectral calculation we now describe applies to systems which are autonomous, 1-D and clocked (period T ) . 
The autocorrelation function of y, R,(T) = Rp(7) + RC(7), i.e. the cross-correlation RPc(7) = 0.
The PDS is the Fourier transform of R, ( T ) . The periodic spectral components, from the Fourier transform of R p ( 7 ) , are [4, Theorems 11.9 and 11.10].
Hence, we need to calculate 1"' yl n (z)e-jn(Jn+Z+Zn) dx ( 1, The function yn(x) is invertible, and we can therefore write it as y(y,, x) or y(z,, z). It is best to choose y,(x) = y(xn, x). The 1-D nature of the system and the fact that yL(0) = Yt implies that yL(o) does not depend on n, and so we write y;(x) = y'(x).
There is a function F ( o ) such that xn+l = F(Xn).
This function can be written down explicitly if y is invertible explicitly. This is the case, for instance, when the system in state S is linear.
The minimum value of F ( z ) will be 0; let its maximum be X. If F is an expanding mapping and has normalised invariant density p(z) on [0, X) then Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem [5] states that
for almost all initial conditions x and for any integrable function 4 which maps [0, X) to R. Here, F[i](z) is the i-th iterate of F . The theorem can be used to evaluate the sum in equation (2) as
The ergodic theorem can also be used to find (Xo), the mean cycle length, which is
Equations (4) and (5) together can be used to calculate IAmI2, which is the PDS at the rn-th harmonic of the clock frequency.
EXAMPLES
Several circuits can be modelled as described above. For instance, current-mode controlled buck, boost and buck-boost converters when the smoothing capacitor is large, leading to approximately 1-D behaviour, come into this category. All the details, including spectral calculations, are in [2] for the boost converter, but what is said there applies to the other two topologies merely by redefining the parametera that appears in the mapping F. The definitions of a are given in the table below; Vi and V, are the input and mean output voltages respectively. The functions yn (z)/y'(x), representing the inductor current, are risinglfalling linear ramps.
A circuit that also comes into this category is the astable multivibrator. This has been treated as an example of chaotic behaviour in [6] , although its spectral properties have not been discussed.
The repetitively-triggered monostable multivibratorsee figure 2 -can also be modelled in the same way and we
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now calculate IA,I2 for this circuit. An analysis of chaotic monostable behaviour, spectral properties apart, is presented in [7] . In this case, y(x,, x ) = efl(zn-z) -1 and y'(z) = 1 -e-'z, with y and y' representing the rescaled timing ca- In order to use equations (4) For the purposes of comparison the spectral calculation has been carried out in a number of different ways and the results are compared in figure 4 . First of all, the periodic spectrum was computed by finding the sum in equation 1 for N = 5000. The invariant density algorithm was also used. Finally, a segment of the monostable waveform was generated ( N = 151, corresponding to 1024 clock periods; 128 sample points per clock period) and a FFT algorithm used to estimate the PDS. Such a short segment was used because of the large number of sampling points required-217 = 131,072. 
DISCUSSION, FURTHER WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
We have defined a class of clockedautonomous two-state circuits whose behaviour can be described by a mapping F .
Under certain conditions it is possible to calculate the periodic components of the PDS from the invariant density of F , when it exists. The degree to which this calculation can be carried out in closed form depends on the exact nature of F .
For instance. there are an infinite number of partitions. The situation is illustrated in figure 5 for the boost converter mapping with 0: = 2.65, which shows how the mapping can be represented in 'almost closed form'.
3. F is of some other form. The monostable mapping is an example of this. The invariant density has to be calculated numerically, as does equation 4.
The class of systems that can be analysed in this way can clearly be extended, for instance to three or more states, and, for linear y and g', ones in which the threshold is time varying. The latter case would apply to converters with PWM by natural sampling. Of interest too is the problem of calculating the PDS at frequencies other than the clock harmonics. The possibility of switch-mode power supply interference reduction by chaos has already been mentioned [l] , [2] . Of interest therefore is the behaviour of spectral peaks as circuit parameters are varied, and the algorithm for calculating these peaks presented here is ideal for spectral peak tracking. vol. 18, no. 2, pp. 175-187 (1990) S.H. Isabelle, "A signal processing framework for the analysis and application of chaotic systems", PhD Thesis, MIT (1 995)
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